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sculpture 3 large scale works for large scale spaces is the third in a series of touring exhibitions
sponsored by the new york city's department of cultural affairs of the parks recreation and cultural
affairs administration
the series provides a showcase for some of the experimental work of new york city resident artists
through the next six months the pieces in this exhibit will be displayed in urban spaces
which are commensurate in size with the scale of the works themselves
we are fortunate to have great spaces in our city which can accommodate works of this size
it is our goal to take art out of galleries and museums and put it in public buildings and open spaces
where it can be enjoyed by a wider public
this has been a joint project with the mayor's cultural council
whose visual arts committee has given us invaluable support and encouragement
phyllis robinson
deputy commissioner

of cultural affairs

when the series new york artists on tour began in 1972
we started our search for unique exhibition space
as the dramatic towers of the world trade center neared completion
we approached the' port authority of new york and new jersey with the request for exhibition space
we accepted their offer of the spectacular mezzanine area
realizing that this provided an ideal opportunity to exhibit large scale works of art
such works would not only challenge the soaring space but
would afford the artist the chance to exhibit works perhaps never before seen together in a group show
we visited about 100 studios galleries and fabricators
where we saw completed works
as well as maquettes for future projects
in searching for large scale works
the show took its own form and for the most part is architectural in feeling
it derived its distinctive form and direction from the interrelation of the pieces with the exhibition space
we would like to have included many more than the 18 exhibiting artists
however we remained sensitive to the fact that most of the pieces demand extensive viewing space
the exhibition explores the wide variation of materials employed by contemporary sculptors
ranging from the most basic and elemental strands of hay and beams of lumber
to the most highly developed metal coated plexiglass and brushed aluminum
the variety of these sculptures occurs not only in the materials used but in the manner of execution
while some works were completely constructed by the artist in the studio
others were placed directly in the hands of the fabricator
without whose machinery and technical knowledge they could not have been completed
this attests to the importance of collaboration between artist and craftsman
we hope you will enjoy this exhibition which brings another sector of new york's art world
to the attention of the ever broadening art interested public
seena donneson emily fisher
exhibition coordinators
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